Computer-packs for people who don't want to program.


Operating a Computer-pack is as easy as threading a tape. Neither programming nor computer experience is necessary. Yet it's flexible. When the job changes, you change the program, not the machine. And when the job expands, you add peripherals instead of a new system.

A Computer-pack is in fact, a total system. Inside sits a versatile, integrated circuit general purpose computer. It can work on general tasks. And if you decide you want to program, each Computer-pack has a complete, general software package, with FORTRAN, FOCAL (Digital's new conversational language) and others.

Best of all, a Computer-pack usually pays for itself.

Computer-packs. From the people who have installed more general purpose small computers than anyone else anywhere.

Send me a free copy of the Digital booklet on the PDP-8/I, PDP-8. L.

Name__________________________

Title____________________________

Company________________________

Address_________________________

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754. Telephone: (617) 897-5111 • Cambridge, Mass. • New Haven • Washington, D.C. • Parsippany, Parsides Park, N.J. • Princeton, N.J. • Rochester, N.Y. • Long Island, N.Y. • Philadelphia • Pittsburgh • Cleveland • Dayton • Huntsville • Cocoa, Fla. • Chicago • Denver • Ann Arbor • Salt Lake City • Houston • Albuquerque • Los Angeles • Palo Alto • Seattle • INTER-NATIONAL, Carleton Place and Toronto, Ont. • Montreal, Quebec • Edmonton, Alberta, Canada • Reading and Manchester, England • Paris, France • Munich and Cologne, Germany • Oslo, Norway • Stockholm, Sweden • Sydney and West Perth, Australia

Send me a free copy of the Digital booklet on the PDP-8/I, PDP-8. L.
The symposium left, however, one basic question unanswered. How did the ice cover of the Arctic Ocean fluctuate since the Late Tertiary? This problem became a basic issue of the symposium discussions. However, the discussions pointed out only that the Soviet colleagues are presently divided into two camps, one for, and one against the open Arctic Ocean at interglacial times. The evidence from mathematical calculations based on climatic models, from stratigraphic, and from marine and terrestrial biological data seems to remain inconclusive, although each camp has strong adherents. Perhaps a greater number of corings in the Arctic Ocean and the paleomagnetic analysis of the cores will solve this problem.

In contrast to western scientists, who are now in the great majority adhering to some version of continental drift, the Soviet colleagues seem about equally divided into "drifters" and adherents of other explanations—for example, the expanding earth, and the oceanization or subsidence theory.

It may have been necessary to hold the symposium only for scientists of the Soviet Union, as already this amounted to a mammoth effort for the organizers. The participants, of whom only a minute fraction will be able to attend the next INQUA meeting or other conferences abroad, would certainly have benefited greatly, however, from an up-to-date review of, for example, the Canadian Polar Shelf Project or the work of the U.S. Geological Survey on Beringia.

ROLAND E. BESCHEL
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Calendar of Events

National Meetings

October
29–31. Society for Experimental Stress Analysis, San Francisco, Calif. (The Society, 21 Bridge Sq., Westport, Conn.)

November
31–1. Entomological Soc. of America, 40th, Philadelphia, Pa. (J. P. Johnson, Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Sta., Box 1106, New Haven 06504)
31–1. American Soc. of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Atlanta, Ga. (G. M. Jeffery, F.O. Box 295, Kensington, Md.)
31–2. Gerontological Soc., Denver, Colo. (The Society, 560 S. Euclid, St. Louis, Mo. 63110)

Gas-Chrom-8 for Gas Chromatography


Gas-Chrom-8 is a total gas chromatograph system, capable of servicing 20 chromatographs simultaneously. Up to 64 can be connected at once. Each chromatograph can have its own sampling rate, from 3/4 to 60 s. It can automatically calibrate and update on-line analysis methods. Has a library facility for up to 100 methods of analysis.

Gas-Chrom-8 has other capabilities as well. It has Digital's latest integrated circuit computer, the PDP-8/I. So, with Digital interfaces and software packages, Gas-Chrom-8 will service instrumentation such as a nuclear resonance spectrometers and mass spectrometers. It will control instrumentation. And perform general computation.

Gas-Chrom-8 converses with its operator in English, to determine analytical methods for each chromatograph. Making it unnecessary for training in computer programming.

Cost? $44,035 plus $1,000 per chromatograph connection.
Where can you find high precision, versatility and ruggedness in a moderately priced microscope?

IN THE WILD M-11.

Features: Superb Swiss optics, lasting mechanical precision, light weight, protective steel hood. Base accepts various light sources, including 6v/20w Koehler lamp, and low voltage lamp, for car battery hook-up. The M-11 also accepts photomicrographic cameras, phase contrast attachments, and binocular camera lucida.

Applications: Medical schools, scientific expeditions, biomedical and industrial laboratories.

Price: About that of a good one-track routine microscope. The M-11 is, in a class by itself. Write for Booklet M-11.
December

1. Medical Aspects of Sports, 10th, Miami Beach, Fla. (F. Hein, American Medical Assoc., Dept. of Health Education, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 60610)

1-4. American Medical Assoc., Miami Beach, Fla. (F. J. L. Blasingame, 535 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill. 60610)


1-5. American Inst. of Chemical Engineers, 61st, Los Angeles, Calif. (Secretary, 345 E. 47 St., New York 10017)

1-6. Radiological Soc. of North Amer-

...all by itself!

R-F ashing at low temperature with the Coleman Model 40 Reactor is the ideal way to prepare samples for analysis. It's simple, clean and safe. Molecular oxygen is the only reagent required. Organic content is removed without loss of volatile elements, without reagent contamination and without danger of fire or explosion. The low temperature preserves mineral patterns and cell structures.

R-F ashing is the most practical method of preparing samples for microscopy. Organic matter is removed from skeletal substructures revealing inorganic details which cannot be observed by other preparatory systems. The R-F Reactor has been used successfully to improve analyses based on mass spectrometry, atomic absorption, emission spectroscopy, neutron activation, UV and IR spectrophotometry and conventional "wet" methods.

For complete information or a demonstration, write . . . W. H. Curtin & Company, P.O. Box 1546, Houston, Texas 77001.

W. H. CURTIN & COMPANY

SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS • CHEMICALS • LABORATORY FURNITURE

HOUSTON • TULSA • LOS ANGELES • NEW ORLEANS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO

DALLAS • JACKSONVILLE • WASHINGTON • WAYNE, N.J. • MEXICO CITY • MONTERREY
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HERE’S OUR OSMOMETER LINE, TODAY...

What more can you expect from a leader?

All of these outstanding osmometers are available from Advanced Instruments, the company which first introduced a freezing point osmometer back in 1955.

We set out to become the leaders in osmometry...and, if sales are any indication, we have succeeded. A few of the contributions we have made to the science of osmometry are: the first schools of osmometry, the first moduloelectric refrigerators, the first portable model, and the first Hot Line service system.

Now, in addition to the improved 1968 version of our original model we also have: a new air-cooled refrigerating machine, with the longest life guarantee in the field, a Hi-Precision Research Osmometer, and a Nanoliter Osmometer for samples less than one millimicrometer. We are adding others to our growing line. To us LEADERSHIP means continuing programs of product improvement, outstanding service, and fast delivery. We think this is the way a leader should act. Don’t you?

WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION STATING PRODUCT INTEREST.

-HAMILTON COMPANY, P.O. BOX 307-K, WHITTIER, CALIF. 90608
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HERE’S YOUR OSMOMETER LINE, TODAY...
AUTOMATION IN COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHY with the SIGMAMOTOR PUMP

Vernier Adjustment Insures Accuracy at Low Flows

Various column chromatography metering operations are simplified by the use of a peristaltic type constant volume pump, such as the Sigamamotor Model T-8. A typical installation combines the Sigamamotor pump with solenoid actuated valves and timing equipment to deliver eluant buffers into ion exchange columns on a reproducible schedule. The T-8 pump is equipped with vernier for accurate flow adjustment.

Single Sigamamotor units can be provided to handle 1, 2, 3, or 4 simultaneous pumping operations. Double units are available to handle 2, 4, 6, or 8 pumping operations at the same time. Capacities from 100 to 250 cc/minute are obtained by the vernier adjustment. Complete information available on request.

SIGMAMOTOR Inc.
68 NORTH MAIN STREET · MIDDLEPORT, NEW YORK
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Three Sherer Model CER 810 Controlled Environment Rooms used in the Animal Science Dept. of a leading Mid-Western University.

Sherer environmental rooms

When all things are considered; price, quality, performance, ease of installation, accuracy, service, and manufacturer’s reputation, the best choice is SHERER Environmental Rooms. Write for complete information, a post-card will do.

SHERER
ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
SHERER-GILLET COMPANY
Marshall 3, Michigan 49068
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Aspartic acid, with its three donor sites, can form a variety of hard-to-identify chelate isomers. The circular-dichroism profiles drawn here, plotted from data gathered with a Durrum-Jasco CD recorder, are typical of the molecular detective work that can be achieved with this versatile instrument.

The steric requirements of aspartic acid indicate that in a cobalt-diethylenetriamine complex, three isomers will predominate: one s-cis (symmetrical), shown as a dashed-line profile in the drawing above, and two u-cis (unsymmetrical) isomers, shown in color. The latter are essentially mirror images of each other, and the Durrum-Jasco instrument provides a way to identify one from the other.

The conformational contributions to the CD traces of the two mirror-image isomers should, in theory, cancel out, leaving an "average" trace that approximates that of the s-cis isomer where there are no conformational contributions. As seen here, a very close correlation is achieved, proving that the two u-cis isomers are indeed pseudo-mirror images and providing clues as to their specific forms.

The Durrum-Jasco CD recorder is a powerful analytical tool, used throughout the world to classify and identify complex organic and biochemical compounds. In addition to detailing the conformation and configuration of such substances as steroids, alkaloids, proteins, nucleic acids and synthetic polymers, the instrument can serve to measure their concentrations, kinetic properties, and stereochemical characteristics. Durrum-Jasco CD prices start at $29,600.
In polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, your choice is between flat gel slabs and cylindrical "discs." Here are seven reasons why you may prefer using slabs:

1. Slabs yield more accurate comparisons. Because conditions are identical across all slots. Same gel, same temperature, same voltage.
2. Slabs permit confident replication. For the same reason.
3. Slabs don't require special densitometers. No meniscus, no third-dimension complications.
4. Slabs may be destained rapidly without artifacts. Because they're flat.
5. Slabs make two-dimensional electrophoresis possible. Also because they're flat.
6. Slabs take less time to prepare. One mold takes the place of all those individual tubes.
7. Slabs allow both continuous and discontinuous gel and buffer systems.

If you're merely checking the purity of a protein, the unevenness of cylindrical "discs" may be unimportant. But if quantitation and accurate comparison are among your basic goals in electrophoresis, you'll probably do better with flat slabs.

We'd like to help you choose rationally. Just call us collect and talk it over. Ask our Technical Service at (215) 382-9100. Or write for detailed information on "Vertical Gel Electrophoresis." E-C Apparatus Corporation, 755 St. Marks Street, University City, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.

E-C helps you sort things out.
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Accurate and precise pipetting made easy. Safe, even with corrosive or toxic liquids. Easy to operate with one hand without fatigue. Easily taken apart for cleaning. Pipettes fit easily, rotate knurled wheel forward or backward for precise filling or emptying. Rapid emptying by depressing plunger.

Four sizes for pipettes from 0.2 ml through 25 ml. Each size color coded in separate color . . . yellow, blue, green or red.

Insert pipette. gently push upward and apply half turn

Fits comfortably into hand, easy thumb manipulation

New 8 page supplement is just off the press . . . For your FREE copy write Dept. E-10

BEL-ART PRODUCTS
PEQUANNOCK, N. J. 07440
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No other power stirrer made will give you as much service per dollar. And that's continuous 24 hour service, 7 days a week for months at a time! The Waco motor is not a stock item converted to a stirrer, but a sparkless induction type motor specifically designed for laboratories where long, continuous use is required. A built-in cooling fan eliminates overheating or burning out.

86100—WACO Power Stirrer, with tubular brass mounting rod and 6 foot cord . . . only $33.70
Stirrer chucks, $2.25 ea., set of three stirring rods (small, medium, large), $9.30.

Order direct or write for descriptive folder.

Laboratory Supplies and Equipment
wilkens-anderson co.
4525 W. Division St., Chicago, Ill. 60651
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APPLIED SPECTROSCOPY REVIEWS. Vol. 1.
-170°F sub-arctic biological storage cabinet.

The 7.4 cu.-ft. Relialab Sub-Arctic biological storage cabinet offers all this:
- Fast pulldown from ambient of 80°F to -170°F
- Vapor-sealed stainless steel liner
- Foam sub-lids
- "Hermeticool" fully hermetic, all-welded refrigeration system
- Indicating temperature controller with accuracy of ±1°F
- 1-year warranty
- Other models to -150°F and -130°F
- Vial and capsule racks optional

To learn more about the Sub-Arctic storage cabinet, write or call today.

TIME red dot PHOTO-SLIDE LABELS

Self-sticking labels provide space for identification and ownership plus a red dot to insure correct placement of the slide in projector. Pressure-sensitive adhesive requires no moistening and stick permanently to any surface. Labels may be used on photographs, lantern slides, 2” x 2” mounts, or negatives. May be imprinted. Write for complete information and samples.

BELLCO CELL PRODUCTION ROLLER APPARATUS

...the ultimate in large volume cell, virus, and antigen production.

- HIGHER yields of cells per cm² of growth area.
- HIGHER yields of virus per cm² of growth area.
- HIGHER virus titer per unit volume of media.
- BETTER oxygenation and continuous mixing of culture media during growth.
- BETTER utilization of space...eliminates handling large numbers of stationary bottle cultures.
- BETTER control of contamination through less handling of glassware.

Available in 13 sizes from 2 vessel bench model to 36 vessel floor model.
Even the Romans recognized the often critical value of objective consultation. In this technological era, few organizations have the in-house competence to develop optimum solutions to every problem. Indeed, even with seemingly appropriate answers, how can those responsible be sure? By engaging qualified, objective consultants, of course. Heretofore, that hasn’t been easy. How can the right consultant be found? Conversely, how does the expert find those who need his special competence?

The Advanced Technology Consultants Corporation (ADTEC) concept provides a convenient and unique answer. It has enrolled as consultants an impressive roster of associates representing expertise in all areas of advanced technology. ADTEC can now provide industry, financial institutions, research organizations or government agencies with the specialists best qualified to meet their specific needs. For details on how ADTEC’s rapidly-growing team of associates can serve you, write to Dr. Ralph F. Lumb, president.

**CONSULTANTS OBJECTIVUS**

**ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS CORPORATION**

144 South Main Street
Wallingford, Conn. 06492
(203) 265-1638

- Aerospace Technology
- Computer Sciences
- Medical Electronics
- Nuclear Energy
- Oceanography
- Pollution Control


**Appointments on the Moon.** The Inside Story of America’s Space Venture. Richard S. Lewis. Viking, New York, 1968. xiv + 434 pp., illus. $10.


**Biology.** William L. Smallwood and Edna R. Green. Silver Burdett (General Learning Corp.), Morristown, N.J., 1968. xii + 740 pp., illus. $18.50.


**The Birth of the Ego.** A Nuclear Hypothesis. Edward Glover. International
The 1017 implantable blood pressure transducer is one of a family of precision, miniature physiological measuring instruments for in-heart measurement. Because of its size and capability, the 1017 affords maximum performance at minimum cost.

- High output with solid state surety.
- Millivolt capability.
- Can be adapted to any recording device.
- 6.5 millimeters in diameter for easy implantation.

For complete data, write:

Instrument Systems Division
1020 South Arroyo Parkway
Pasadena, California 91105
Phone: (213) 441-1163
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FOR CHROMATOGRAPHIC ELUTION
OR FILLING ZONAL ROTORS.

The ISCO Model 190 DIALA-GRAD Programmed Gradient Pump will form almost any two component concentration, pH, or other gradient by simply setting a series of dials. A completely mixed, essentially non-pulsating flow at a uniform rate is produced with no cams to cut or multiple solutions to mix at estimated concentrations. The shape of the curve is determined by setting eleven 0 to 100% dials which represent the initial, final, and nine evenly spaced intermediate ratios. This gives 10 program intervals, each of which are automatically subdivided into five linear interpolations to produce a smooth gradient.

Calibrated flow rates from 0.5 to 500 milliliters per hour and program durations from 10 minutes to 12 days are set with positive stop switches. The DIALAGRAD will produce linear or curved gradients with equal accuracy and the program will be perfectly reproducible run after run. The instrument takes but a few seconds to program and requires no attention during a program run.

For more information, ask for brochure DP37J.
INSTANTIZE* YOUR PIPETING, DILUTING, AND FILTERING.


REPIPETS AND DILUTORS:
- Accuracy of 1%, reproducibility of 0.1%, independent of viscosity and surface tension.
- Fit directly on any ½ oz. or larger bottle, can, or reservoir, eliminating hazardous mouth pipeting and transfer of reagents from bottle to bottle.
- All-Pyrex instruments handle concentrated acids, alkalies and solvents.
- No drainage tension errors.
- Save 50 to 95% of manipulation time. (Write for copy of Time Studies.)
- All-amber instruments optional for labile reagents.
- Miniature instruments in all capacities.
- Choice of Teflon or glass tips.
- Integral air filters keep reagents pure.
- Stocked for immediate delivery in ½, 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ml sizes, adjustable from zero to full capacity. Price: REPIPETS $47.50; Dilutors $89.50.
- Self-cleaning.

LAMBDA-DIALS:
- For direct dialing of 0.5 to 100 microliters with any ½ and 1 ml Repipet or Dilutor.

GRUNBAUM PIPETS:
- For transferring or dispensing 1 to 500 microliters without any holdup. $6.00 each.

STAT-FILTER:
- Inexpensive, hand-held disposable pressure filters for aqueous solutions. $38 for complete system with 100 sets of disposable test tubes and filters, 25 caps, and 3 plungers. $9.00 for demonstration and trial kit.

Order from L/I or your distributor.

*An L/I coined word meaning instant set-up and instant automated performance with state-of-the-art precision.

LABINDUSTRIES
1802M Second Street
Berkeley, California 94710

Phone: (415) 843-0220
Cable: GATEMERC, Los Angeles


College Physics. Physical Science Study Committee, Raytheon Education Co., Boston, 1968, xvi + 717 pp., illus.


The Computer and Medical Care. Donald A. B. Lindberg, Thomas, Springfield, Ill., 1968, xiv + 210 pp., illus. $12.75.


Concepts in American History. Lawrence
NOW PREPARED BY SIGMA
(not pfs)

6-PHOSPHOGLUCONIC DEHYDROGENASE
from yeast

Crystalline Suspensions in Ammonium Sulfate

UNIT DEFINITION: One unit will oxidize one µmole of 6-Phosphogluconate at pH 7.4 at 37°C

TYPE VI Crystalline
ACTIVITY: approx. 50 units per mg. Substantially free of Hexokinase, Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase and Phosphoriboisomerase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPE V Crystalline
ACTIVITY: approx. 50 units per mg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$40.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>$81.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TYPE IV Crystalline
ACTIVITY: approx. 20 units per mg

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>$81.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As previously announced, we also now prepare:

- Catalase
- Creatine Phosphokinase
- Enolase
- Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase
- Glutathione Reductase
- Glyoxalase
- Hexokinase
- Lactic Dehydrogenase
- Phosphoglucomutase
- Phosphohexose
- Isomerase
- Phosphoriboisomerase
- Phosphoribulokinase
- Pyruvate Kinase

ORDER DIRECT
from ANYWHERE in the WORLD

Day, Station to Station, 771-5750
Night, Person to Person,
Dan Broida, 993-6418

TWX (Teletype) Day or Night: COLLECT-314-556-0594
TELEGRAM: SIGMACHEM, St. Louis, Missouri

The Research Laboratories of
SIGMA CHEMICAL COMPANY
3500 DE KALB ST. * ST. LOUIS, MO. 63118 * U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FINEST BIOCHEMICALS AVAILABLE

Distributed in the United Kingdom through

Phone RENown 5823 (Reverse Charges)

4 OCTOBER 1968
New 1968 Catalog of Enzymes for Research from Worthington

Worthington's new catalog is the latest, most complete listing of enzymes and related biochemicals for research. It lists more than 220 products. It includes source, activity, purity and assay data on each.

At Worthington, we make virtually all our own products, carrying them from raw material through packaging. With complete control over every step, we can give important guarantees of enzyme quality that other suppliers can't.

Use the coupon to request your catalog or other Worthington literature.


Worthington Biochemical Corporation
Dept. A, Freehold, New Jersey 07728
Please send the following:
☐ Worthington Enzymes for Research
☐ Worthington Enzyme Reagents for Clinical Diagnosis
☐ I am a new customer. Send the complete Worthington Enzyme Manual.

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City
State ZIP
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The Dynamic Character of Adsorption
This second edition of a book first published in 1952 examines the phenomenon of adsorption—the temporary stay of molecules on a surface. The author provides a clear picture of the phenomenon, and hence of the movements of the molecules in the gas phase before and after they hit the surface of an adsorbent. He describes their movements during their stay on the surface and the movements when they leave. In addition, he discusses the behavior of two-dimensional gases, their condensation to two-dimensional phases, and gas flow through capillaries. $6.25

Isotopes in Chemistry
By J. F. DUNCAN, Victoria University; and G. B. COOK, International Atomic Energy Agency. The authors show what has and can be discovered about the fundamentals of chemical systems through the use of isotopic methods. In addition to tracer studies, the volume examines isotope effects, radioactive recoil, electronic and nuclear excitation, and the artificial elements. Other topics discussed include the detection of stable and radioactive isotopes, the chemistry of nuclear elements, including the missing and actinide elements, exchange reactions, and tracer chemistry. Cloth, $8.80. Paper, $4.40

Experimental Techniques in Low Temperature Physics
SECOND EDITION
By GUY KENDALL WHITE. This book was written to help physicists, physical chemists, metallurgists, and engineers carry out investigations at low temperatures. The topics covered deal with the production and measurement of low temperatures, the handling of liquified gases on the laboratory scale, the principles and some details of the design of experimental cryostats, including the problems of heat transfer and temperature control, 4 plates, 179 text figures. (Monographs on the Physics and Chemistry of Materials.) $12.00

Electronic Impact Phenomena
By SIR HARRIET MASSEY; and E. H. S. BURHOP, University of London; and H. B. GILBOY, Queen's University, Belfast. Since the publication of Electronic and Atomic Impact Phenomena in 1952, there has been a great increase in research activity on this subject. Because of the large amount of new information acquired, the revised edition is being presented in two two-volume sets, of which Electronic Impact Phenomena is the first. Volumes I and II deal with electron collisions with atoms, electron collisions with molecules, photoionization and photo-detachment. 760 text figures. (International Series of Monographs on Physics. In two volumes.) $35.50

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Cole-Parmerr
MICROMETER DISPENSERS*

Reproducible Volumes from 0.2 ml to 10 ml
Absolute Accuracy to 0.02 ml
Reproducibility of 0.005 ml
Contamination Free.

Liquids come into contact with glass and Teflon only.

AUTOMATIC REPETITIVE DELIVERY. Dispenser will continuously and precisely deliver all reagents in micrometer-set volumes.

AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES: Dispensers can be obtained for delivery of volumes up to either 2 ml. or 10 ml.

ACCURATE, EASY TO OPERATE. High visibility micrometer graduations are accurately calibrated and can be quickly set for desired output.

HIGH REPRODUCIBILITY. Precision machined Teflon piston in accurately formed glass cylinder bore ensures consistency of repetitive output.

SELF-PRIMING. Precisely ground glass ball check valves combine self-priming action with highly accurate delivery of reagents.

VERSATILE OUTLET FITTING. Tapered glass Luer joint on dispenser outlet accepts either tubing or hypodermic needles.

TWO STYLES AVAILABLE. Dispenser can be obtained with either 500 μl. flask or with hand held barrel that can be attached by tubing to any reservoir or container.

REAGENTS ARE PROTECTED FROM ATMOSPHERE. Closures are provided with delivery tubes. Flask style dispensers have air vents that can be closed and that accept absorption tubes.

NEW 1968 CATALOG
Features over 2500 instruments for Industrial Research, the Health Sciences, Chemistry, Biology and Agriculture. Free on request.

T.M. DuPont

COLE-PARMERR
INSTRUMENT and EQUIPMENT CO.
7330 North Clark Street Chicago, Ill. 60626
(AC 312) 538-0420
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J. Pauline, Jr., David Goodhart, and Andrew Morzello. Cambridge, Bronxville, N.Y., 1968. viii + 504 pp., illus. Cloth, $3.95; paper, $1.75.


Desert and River in Nubia. Geomorphology and Prehistoric Environments at the Aswan Reservoir. Karl W. Butzer and Carl L. Hansen, with contributions by...


You can* ignore the all-new, all different
BRAUN FRACTIONATOR SIMPLEX

* If you have more bench space than you need, (The Fractionator needs less than one square foot for 102 fractions.)
* If you have an empty refrigerator for holding a fraction collector, (The Fractionator has integral cooling.)
* If you have lots of time to analyze your fractions, (The Fractionator can give you instant analysis.)
* If you don’t mind occasional repairs, (The Fractionator has no on-off cycle, no contacts, no mechanical relays.)
* And if you have a very big budget... (The Fractionator costs only $795.00.)

To this, add the features of most conventional fraction collectors, a totally new design concept, and a company that’s anxious to serve you. The FRACTIONATOR SIMPLEX... not to be ignored.

Write for Catalog 7F68 or a demonstration. An exclusive product of Quigley-Rochester, Inc. Dept. 11, 230 Winton Road North, Rochester, New York 14610.
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What in the world are you doing with a Brinkmann Micromanipulator?

First and foremost, Brinkmann micromanipulators were designed for biological applications, so it’s no surprise they are widely used in microsurgery and neurophysiology.

What is surprising is that they have so many other uses. For example, in microchemistry, they’re used to handle radioactive samples; in electronics, to probe microcircuits, and by physicists to align laser systems.

What could you be doing more efficiently with a Brinkmann micromanipulator? Over 40 different models permit precise movement in magnification ranges up to 750X. There are inverted models, models with calibrated high sensitivity drives, tilting and rotating devices, and a full range of accessories. Let our free catalog start you thinking of some novel new uses. Just write: Brinkmann Instruments, Cantague Rd., Westbury, New York 11590.
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York, 1967. 1 + 350 pp., illus., plates. Paper, $2.75. Reprint of the 1921 edition, with a new foreword by Donald J. Borror.
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FILL IN AND MAIL
FOR COMPLETE DATA WITHOUT CHARGE

Mercer Glass Works, Inc.

725 Broadway,

New York, N.Y. 10003

Gentlemen:

Rush me data on the laboratory glassware essentials I have checked below.

☐ BEADS, GLASS

☐ BOTTLES, ASPIRATOR

☐ BOTTLES, BALSAM

☐ BOTTLES, DROPPING

☐ BOTTLES, EYE FLUSHING

☐ BOTTLES, GLASS STOPPERED

☐ BOTTLES, NURSING

☐ BOTTLES, PRESCRIPTION

☐ BOTTLES, SADDLE BAG

☐ BOTTLES, URINE SPECIMEN

☐ BOTTLES, VARNISH

☐ BOTTLES, ZEISS

☐ CHAMBERS, HEMACYTOMETER

☐ CYLINDERS, GRADUATED DESICCATORS

☐ DISHES, CRYSTALLIZING

☐ DISHES, DAPPPEN

☐ DISHES, EVAPORATING

☐ DISHES, PETRI

☐ DISHES, PREPARATION

☐ DISHES, STAINING

☐ DISHES, STENDER

☐ DROPPERS, MEDICINE

☐ FUNNELS

☐ GAS GENERATORS

☐ GRADUATES, PHARMACEUTICAL

☐ JARS, BELL

☐ JARS, MUSEUM

☐ JARS, SPECIMEN

☐ JARS, STAINING

☐ JARS, STERILIZING

☐ JARS, STORAGE

☐ JARS, THERMOMETER

☐ JARS, URINOMETER

☐ MORTARS AND PESTLES

☐ PERCOLATORS

☐ PIPETTES, DISPOSABLE, PASTEUR

☐ SLIDES, CONCAVITY

☐ SLIDES, MICROSCOPE

☐ THERMOMETERS

☐ TUBES, TEST

☐ TUBES, CULTURE

☐ URINALS

☐ URINOMETERS

☐ VIALS, APPLICATOR

☐ VIALS, CAPSULE

☐ VIALS, DROPPER

☐ VIALS, PATENT LIP

☐ VIALS, SCREW CAP

☐ VIALS, SHELL

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

Personal attention of

Circle No. 49 on Readers' Service Card
de la Escuela Interamericana de Bibliotecología.


The Infrared Spectra and Characteristic Frequencies ~700–300 cm⁻¹. A Collection of Spectra, Interpretation, and Bibliography. Freeman F. Bentley, Lee D. Smith.
son, and Adele L. Rozek. Interscience (Wiley), New York, 1968. xiv + 779 pp., illus. $35.


Interpretation of Aerial Photographs. T. Eugene Avery. Burgess, Minneapolis, Minn., ed. 2, 1968. x + 324 pp., illus. $10.50.


Introduction to Physiological Psychology. Francis Leukel. Mosby, St. Louis, 1968. xvi + 478 pp., illus. $12.


Rapid concentration and purification of proteins
... molecular separation
... protein-free filtrates
... ion binding studies
... dialysis

Ultrafiltration

Now in use in hundreds of research and clinical laboratories, the reliable, highly efficient DIAFLO system is built around a new class of synthetic polymer membranes exhibiting extremely high water flow rates and controllable solute retention characteristics with molecular cut-offs at 500, 1,000, 10,000 and 50,000 M.W. The DIAFLO Membranes are non-denaturing, non-plugging and reusable. Taking full advantage of these unique properties, Amicon has also developed a series of compact Ultrafiltration Cells and accessories which produce systems handling volumes from 1 ml to 12 liters. Write or call (617-861-9600) for DIAFLO Catalog of detailed product and application data.

We’re not lost in the crowd.

There are lots of UV flow monitors, but only ISCO:

... records directly in linear absorbance.

... has the least stray light—low enough to permit quantitative results in practically all applications.

... will automatically operate a fraction collector so separate UV-absorbing peaks are deposited into separate tubes.

... will monitor two columns at one wavelength or one column at two wavelengths.

ISCO quantitative UV monitors operate at 254 and 280 mµ with single and dual beam optical systems. They are sensitive, stable, and will operate in a cold room. They are priced no higher than conventional UV monitors.

Request Brochure UA37J for complete details.
Especially designed for Gel Filtration Chromatography
Ion Exchange Chromatography

A product of over six years’ research know-how brings you these “exclusive” column features:

1. AQUEOUS AND ORGANIC SOLVENT SYSTEM COLUMNS—only columns specially designed for use in these chromatographic systems.

2. MIXING CHAMBER—of, less than 1/10% of bed volume minimizes sample dilution to assure optimal zone sharpness for critical separations.

3. INERT NYLON OR TEFLO NETTING on the sample applicator, bottom endpiece or flow adaptor eliminates adsorption of biologic material.

4. DESCENDING TO RECYCLING OR UPWARD FLOW—easily converted by replacing both endpieces with new Sephadex Flow Adaptors.

5. SAMPLE APPLICATOR—distributes the sample evenly over the bed surface to assure sharp zones for critical separations and protects as well as stabilizes the bed.

6. SPECIAL DESIGN BED SUPPORT—eliminates troublesome sintered glass disc.

### AVAILABLE SEPHADEX COLUMNS AND ACCESSORIES

**SEPHADEX COLUMNS AQUEOUS SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size cm</th>
<th>Cooling Jacket</th>
<th>Sample Applicator</th>
<th>Flow Adapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K 9/15</td>
<td>0.9x15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 9/30</td>
<td>0.9x30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 9/60</td>
<td>0.9x60</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 15/30</td>
<td>1.5x30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 15/90</td>
<td>1.5x90</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 25/45</td>
<td>2.5x45</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 25/90</td>
<td>2.5x90</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 50/100 “Jacketed”</td>
<td>5.0x100</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K 100/150 “Jacketed”</td>
<td>10.0x150</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEPHADEX COLUMNS “SR” RESISTANT TO ORGANIC SOLVENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR25/46</td>
<td>2.5x46</td>
<td>Standard Accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR25/100</td>
<td>2.5x100</td>
<td>Optional Accessories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FLOW ADAPTORS**

To fit all K 25 Sephadex Lab. Columns

*Two Flow Adaptors should be used when conducting upward flow or recycling chromatography.

**Information Service**

A comprehensive reference list, abstract cards, and other information on Sephadex products are available. Direct inquiries on your letterhead to the local Pharmacia representative or to:

**PHARMACIA FINE CHEMICALS INC.**

800 Centennial Avenue, Piscataway, N. J. 08854

Inquiries outside U.S.A. and Canada should be directed to PHARMACIA FINE CHEMICALS, Uppsala, Sweden.
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**Lymphocyte Stimulation.** N. R. Ling. North-Holland, Amsterdam; Interscience (Wiley), New York, 1968. xi + 290 pp., illus. $15.50.

**Machine Intelligence 2.** Ella Dale and Donald Michie, Eds. Elsevier, New York, 1968. x + 252 pp., illus. $13.75.


**Mallory of Everest.** Showell Styles. Macmillan, New York, 1968. 174 pp., illus. $4.95.

**Managerial Control through Communication.** Systems for Organizational Diagnosis and Design. George. T. Vardaman and Carroll C. Halterman. Wiley, New York, 1968. xiv + 496 pp., illus. $8.95.


**Mathematics for the Million.** Extensively revised with additional material and completely re-illustrated. Lancelot Hogben. Norton, New York, ed. 4, 1968. 649 pp., illus. $8.95.

**Mechanisms of Contraction of the Normal and Failing Heart.** Eugena Braunwald, John Ross, Jr., and Edmund H. Sonnenblick. Little, Brown, Boston, 1968. xii + 212 pp., illus. $9.50. New England Journal of Medical Progress Series.


**Membranes, Ions and Impulses.** A
NEW MATHERON PKB

Computer / Calculator System

links multiple keyboards to a central computing station through standard telephones
- Keyboards may be located at any distance from Central Computing Station.
- May be linked by telephone or simple two-wire connection.
- System is fully programmable.
- Problems, including logs and trig, are entered on mathwriter keyboard exactly as you would write them.
- Serial strip printer prints out problem and answer from left to right exactly as written.

Send for complete information.

Wright Line

165 Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester, Massachusetts 01605
A Division of Barry Wright Corporation

WHY WASTE 3,839,800* gallons of water yearly?

HX-50
Capacity: 1.4 KVA
Flow: 8 gpm (max)
Pressure: 20 psi max
Temp. Control: ± 0.3°C

If you use tap water to cool EPR and NMR magnets, electrophoresis units or other heat producing equipment, you can waste almost 4 million gallons of water a year! You can also suffer from temperature and pressure instability, clogged filters, water shut off and other problems.

A Neslab HX series Refrigerated Recirculating Heat Exchanger will operate with less effort and considerable increase in the reproducibility of results. It saves plenty of water, too... a mighty important consideration in this era of water shortages.

We offer several models with cooling capacities from 1.4 to 10 KVA and a variety of output pressures and temperature controls. Priced from $900.

*Based on 8 gpm 24 hr. operation


Mummies of Mammoth Cave. An Ac-
The new range of EMI photomultipliers with "SUPER" S-11 photocathodes will enhance your project performance. High quantum efficiency (23/24%), high gain at relatively low overall voltage, and low dark current at the rated overall sensitivity are typical of these types. They maintain the EMI standard of excellent gain stability and linearity. The narrow spread in characteristics makes these types ideal for systems or for multiple installations. The table below gives the typical values for the significant parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dia.</th>
<th>Type No.</th>
<th>Amps/ Lumen</th>
<th>Volts/ Overall</th>
<th>Anode Dark Current Nanoamps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2&quot;</td>
<td>9656R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>9708R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>9531R</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>9732R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>9709R</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the anode dark current is given for the overall voltage at the specified overall sensitivity. The maximum overall sensitivity is 10 times the values given above. Each Tube is individually calibrated and data is supplied with the tube.

Send for our new 64 page catalog giving data and technical information on the complete range of EMI photomultipliers.

---

NEW BOOKS IN BIOLOGY

THE FUNGI
in three volumes
Edited by G. C. AINSWORTH, Commonwealth Mycological Institute, Kew, Surrey, England and ALFRED S. SUSSMAN, Department of Botany, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Volume I: THE FUNGAL CELL
1965, 748 pp., $24.00
Volume II: THE FUNGAL ORGANISM
1966, 805 pp., $27.00
Volume III: THE FUNGAL POPULATION
1968, about 700 pp., $32.00

FUNGICIDES:
An Advanced Treatise
in two volumes
Edited by DEWAYNE C. TORGESON, Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc., Yonkers, New York
Volume I: AGRICULTURE AND IN-DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS: ENVIRONMENTSAL INTERACTIONS
1967, 697 pp., $29.00
Volume II: CHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY
1968, about 630 pp.

DESERT BIOLOGY
Volume I
Edited by G. W. BROWN, JR., University of Washington, Seattle, Washington
November 1968, about 570 pp., $29.50

NEUROSCIENCES
RESEARCH, Volume I
Edited by SEYMOUR EHRENPREIS, Department of Pharmacology, New York Medical College, Flower and Fifth Avenue Hospitals, New York, New York and OTHMAR C. SCHNITZKY, Department of Anatomy, Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
1968, 267 pp., $17.50

THE SQUIRREL
MONKEY
Edited by LEONARD A. ROSENBLUM, State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York and ROBERT W. COOPER, Institute for Comparative Biology, Zoological Society of San Diego, San Diego, California
1968, about 430 pp.

Methods in HORMONE
RESEARCH
Volume I, second edition
Edited by RALPH L. DORFMAN, The Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology, Shrewsbury, Massachusetts
November 1968, about 490 pp.

BIO-RAD's 56-page Price List "T" is a comprehensive directory of our quality ion exchange, gel filtration and adsorption chemicals, and chemical systems with new sections covering:
- Agarose gel filtration
- Aminex Systems for amino acid, peptide, carbohydrate and nucleic acid analysis.

Just fill in the coupon to obtain your free copy.

---

Gentlemen: Please send me your Price List "T".

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Organization ______________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________
State ____________ Zip ____________
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Academic Press
115 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., 10010

Circle No. 91 on Readers' Service Card

BIO-RAD Laboratories
32nd and Griffin Avenue, Richmond, California 94804
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The Big One

Is New Again and Bigger

New Gases / New Equipment
New 12 Page Mixture Section
Write for your copy today

MATHESON
P. O. Box 85, East Rutherford, N. J. 07073

GAS BOOK

ALMOST EVERYTHING YOU'LL WANT TO KNOW ABOUT 100 GASES.

New, enlarged 4th edition of the Matheson Gas Data Book. 524 pages of charts, tables, specs chemical properties and other data. Recommended Controls and Regulators; Safety Procedures; Cylinder Handling and Storage, etc. Free supplemental data service. Price $10.50 postpaid in U.S. or Canada, $11.50 elsewhere.

ORDER NOW from
Matheson, P. O. Box 85
East Rutherford, N. J. 07073

count of the Indian Mummies Discovered in Short Cave, Salts Cave, and Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. Harold Meloy. Published by the author, P.O. Box 454, Shelbyville, Ind., 1968. 40 pp., illus. $1.30.


Who could ask for anything less?

Bendix makes rugged electron multipliers this small.

Rugged and small. That’s a Bendix electron multiplier for you. How rugged? It’s impervious to ambient atmosphere. You can even wash it with common, grit-free cleaners. That’s how tough the glass field and dynode strip coatings are.

How sensitive? To the extreme ends of the electromagnetic spectrum. Including the hard ultraviolet range unattainable by other detectors. Tungsten cathodes, unaffected by visible and near-ultraviolet radiation, allow broad use as a windowless, solar-blind detector for far ultraviolet and soft X-rays. Detection and counting of photons, ions, neutral particles and nuclear radiation, too.

Spectral response? 1500 Å to below 2 Å, with current gain reaching 10¹⁰. Rise time exceeds 5 nanoseconds. Maximum dark current is 1 picocamp.

Other models are available, too. All rugged, and as compact as can be. And that makes them naturals for rocket probes.

Power supply? Our matching Bendix Model 1122 is solid state for assured constant voltage and minimum maintenance.

More questions? Write: Scientific Instruments and Vacuum Division, The Bendix Corporation, 3625 Hauck Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241. Or phone (513) 772-1600.
pp., illus. Cloth, $5.95; paper, $2. Foundations of Earth Science Series.


Sample Identification or Total Elapsed Time

This new Digital Printer is designed especially for use with Orion’s Model 801 Digital Display pH Meter, resulting in the most technically advanced pH measuring system available today.

Digital recording prints the exact reading... to four significant figures. Tape gives "real values." It eliminates errors in interpolation and extrapolation... requires no zero or range adjustments. Range is continuous. The printer can’t run out of ink, as there’s no recorder pen to clog. And, since the “851” has all solid state electronics, there are no batteries or vacuum tubes to be replaced.

With the “851,” you can print sample numbers from 0 to 999 automatically or manually... or, for continuous monitoring applications, by the elapsed time mode. In this latter case, the readings are automatically recorded at intervals from 0.05 minutes to one hour. Accuracy is better than 0.05 second.

Illuminated push button switches tell you at a glance precisely the condition of the system which can be interfaced for automatic sample changers, variable time clocks, and titrators. No printing will occur until the “851” has been set to the proper mode.

Ask us for the complete story on both the Digital Printer and the Digital Display pH Meter.

See this novel automatic monitoring system in action in Booth 19 at the Eastern Analytical Symposium, Hotel Statler-Hilton, New York City, November 13, 14 and 15.
Six members of a growing, versatile cryogenics family.

A representative grouping from the most complete cryogenic product line available. The complete MVE Cryogenics line includes cryobiological field and storage units, pressurized vessels, vacuum jacketed transfer lines, in-transit refrigeration tankage, helium containers and transfer lines, as well as research dewars and custom cryogenic fabrication. A family of superior products, matched by superior service.

For further information, contact . . . .
One day last year, in a CD®-1 litter, we discovered our first hairless mouse. A spontaneous mutation.

Our Charles River technicians, through careful selective breeding, were successful in reproducing the strain. Now the hairless mouse is here to stay.

These mice are COBS® (Caesarean-Originated, Barrier-Sustained) and germfree. They’re raised under the same strict controls as all Charles River animals. And in areas such as irradiation studies, dermatology and cosmetics, these hairless mice could be invaluable.

At Charles River we never stop researching new breeds. What might seem impossible today, may be here tomorrow.

Charles River Breeding Laboratories, Inc., Wilmington, Massachusetts 01887.

A topical example.


---

**the simpler the better:**

**PhoroSlide® electrophoresis**

This new zone electrophoresis system saves time, trouble and dollars. A unique PhoroSlide Strip provides the high resolution characteristics of cellulose acetate in a form that greatly simplifies handling and storage. Each strip accepts two samples. PhoroSlide Cells have plug-in electrical connections so that five or more may be used at one time. The solid-state Power Module needs no adjustments other than simple switch-selection of the pre-set operating voltage.

The PhoroScope™ Densitometer provides an instant visual presentation of the phoretogram on a cathode ray tube and an automatic meter indication of the actual percentage represented by each fraction in the separation. If conventional strip chart recording is desired, an outlet is provided on the back of the instrument.

Procedures are available describing the PhoroSlide separation of serum protein, hemoglobin, glycoprotein, haptoglobin and lipoprotein.

**IMMUNOELECTROPHORESIS**

All the advantages of the PhoroSlide system can be used for immunoelectrophoresis for which a special PhoroSlide strip is provided. Write for descriptive literature and procedures. The Millipore Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730.

---

Millipore®
This is the most powerful, yet easiest to use, calculating/computing system available. It's also the most versatile. You can create your own individualized system by selecting true building block modules from a family of peripheral devices larger than all competitive calculating products combined. Start with a basic 300 Series calculator if you like; add accessories as needs grow without worrying about compatibility, obsolescence, retraining or special program languages. The 370 will loop, branch, perform subroutines and manipulate arrays. You can have up to 480 steps of program storage and up to 64 separate data storage registers, also automatic typewriter or teletypewriter output, CRT graphic display and time-sharing basic keyboards for your associates.

The 370 solves these problems... for Engineers and Scientists: Inversion of 6 x 6 Matrices, Roots of Equations, Up to 7 Simultaneous Equations, Fourier Analysis.

for Statisticians:
Mean, Variance and Standard Deviation, 2nd-order Regression Analysis, Distributions such as: Binomial, Normal Probability, etc.

And also:
General N'th-order Regression, Multiple Regression, Analysis of Variance, Factorial Design.

These and many other highly-useful programs are furnished free in a 250 page program library. Three volumes of basic calculator programs and a two-volume 370 reference manual are also offered. Call now for complete details.

Solves problems ordinary calculators can't, full-scale computers shouldn't.

Wang 370

Call today for immediate trial:


The SST: Here It Comes Ready or Not. The Story of the Controversial Supersonic Transport. Don Dwiggins. Doubleday, Garden City, N.Y., 1968. xvi + 294 pp., illus. $5.95.


What’s new in atomic absorption instrumentation?

Fisher Scientific Company’s Jarrell-Ash Division

What’s new from Jarrell-Ash? Completely new models of the Atomsorb (shown above) and Dial-Atom: AA spectrophotometers that will set the standard for analytical versatility and convenience in the laboratory. The reasons are as simple as: (1) direct concentration readout; (2) multi-channel hollow-cathode source with built-in warm-up; (3) flame emission capability at no extra cost.

And that’s not all. There’s also the famed Jarrell-Ash optics, unique Tri-Flame burner, and built-in scale expansion.


Arnold Perlmutter, C. Angas Hurst, and Behram Kursunoglu, Eds. Benjamin, New York, 1968. x + 383 pp., illus. $15.


Now! Section unfixed living plant tissue rapidly—uniformly! NO TISSUE DAMAGE!


